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Human life, or the life of any living thing is permeated by movement and gesture. The movement of life is expressive and organised in time.
According to absolute expressionists, and the point of view of aestheticians, anything which exhibits a rhythmic mobility seems to be touched
with significance. In other words, the rhythm of organic existence can hold and touch us so profoundly that a major component of human life
can be known and be shared.

A better way of understanding human life is to understand the nature of human feelings. Human experience is always accompanied by
feelings. It is obvious that language can be used to help understand the nature of human feelings. But, every art reveals the true nature of
human feelings. To enrich the qualities of human life, one must enrich insight into the nature of human feelings. Feeling is as much a part of
human life as air is part of human bodies. The need for experience, that reveals the nature of human feelings, is obvious. Expressive
movements and symbolic gestures, coloured by cultural heritage, fully reveal the feelings and can boost a person toward achieving top
potential. According to Abraham Maslow, people should acquire skills toward self-actualisation. Eurythmics fulfils these goals and has proven
its potential. Movements and symbolic gestures such as Sangin-va-Rangin, have great potential for absorbing individuals into their specially
expressive qualities. Since these movements are taken from an individual's cultural heritage and absorbed into the musical sound of the same
nation, or other ethnic group, people can perform beyond their own expectations.

This artistic experience has important effects upon people. When a group of Bio-Culturalists assembles and symbolic gestures or expressive
movements from a different nation or culture, serve as a stimulus to claim their attention, much greater polarisation will occur. Why does
movement hold such an influential power? Watch the waves moving into the sea, gathering energy, smashing onto the shore, retreating with
energy spent: the gathering of a storm, its movement toward climax, its return and dissolution; the starting of the day, its continuation, sunset
and the coming of the darkness: these and many other rhythmic phenomena affect us much more deeply than their sheer sensuous pleasure. The
author calls this sense "the feelingfulness nature of the essential qualities of Bios." Thus the significance of gestures organised melodiously,
and harmoniously in tune aesthetic elements, create the conditions of Bios. This sense of wordless involvement and sharing can be reached
only when insights into feelings are achieved. This sense must be developed by all but especially by Bio-Cultural Groups. In other words the
depth of and vibrancy of humanity cannot be understood unless the when, why and how of human responses have been perceived. Therefore,
the root of humanity will be revealed to the Bio-Crowd Culture if the characteristic qualities of the life of the cultures involved mould and
shape themselves into artistic forms, thus becoming the expressive gestures and symbolic representations of their cultural heritage.

Symbolic gestures and rhythmic movements produce living forms. The ability to respond to the greatness of expressive forms is a basic
characteristic of human beings. The symbolic gestures and rhythmic movements which have permeated the conditions of life, nature, and
cultural values, add to the expressivity of the artistic form. The expressive movements within a Bio-Cultural Group should use the pulse's
natural beat as their tempo. The rhythm of the pulse beat, when it serves as the tempo of gestures and movements performed in a Bio-Cultural
Group, would enhance the aesthetic qualities of the activities. This natural pulse beat of life becomes a very strong universal rhythm for
making contact with life and others. Bio-Culture groups perceive and react to the aesthetic qualities of rhythmic movements. This involvement
with the natural rhythm of life is strong enough to unite the group so, empathy, is the result of this involvement. This feeling will strengthen
the Bio-Cultural Group's attitudes toward having a united frame of mind, which will encourage a stable attitude toward living in harmony with
one another.

The power of empathy promotes a sense of security and well-being. This sense of well-being promotes insights into the nature of human life.
This, in turn, leads to sharing human values, which is of great importance for developing Bio-Centric values, leading to building a Bio-
Culture. This demands that we live in harmony with all forms of life and strengthen our emotions toward all mankind, regardless of ethnic
origin. How is it possible to live in harmony with one another when cultural collisions exist between members of diverse national and ethnic
groups? These conflicts have brought about acute social problems which cause neglect of biopolitics. There is a need to create, for the
members of the Bio-Cultural Group, a well established and unified humanistic experience. The experience must spring from the roots of
human nature and a common pulse of rhythmic existence, to promote sensitivity toward human conditions. It should also promote the
maintenance of the cultural traditions and identities of the members of the Bio-Culture.

Movement, especially when symbolic and expressive of cultural heritage, is the most powerful means for arousing attention and directing it
with complete concentration toward the condition of Bios. Movement and gesture, when they embody the cultural significance and artistic
heritage of a nation, have emotional qualities unique to that nation, which can thrill the masses. Therefore, the masses in a Bio-Culture should
live in harmony with the environment, as well as each other, in multi-cultural settings. This demands that the crowd be unified via a unified
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frame of mind and unified frame of heart. The need of every human being is for intimate contact with others - the desire for companionship
and fellowship must be fulfilled. This means there is a need for love among all members, in order to create a pathway toward well-being and
spiritual unity. Artistic gestures and expressive movements are therefore needed to stimulate a unified crowd response. In conclusion, by
adding the cultural values of past heritages of different nations to serve as the stuff of gestures and expressive movements, the conditions of
being alive will touch the feelings of the crowd with profound significance. The effort must be to develop sensitivity and feelings of devotion
among group members, so that they can accept another and sacrifice for one another, to a high degree. Thus all members will have a high
degree of devotion and respect the rights of others, to develop the foundations of a clean environment and Bio-Cultural unity.

Goals and Responsibilities of the Mass in Bio-Culture

A Bio-Crowd Culture should be established, with centres throughout the world. The members of this crowd should dedicate their lives to
human values and the dignity of humankind, as Sakharov did. All members should develop a taste for beauty and truly feel the breeze inside
their veins and bones. They should have the inward urge to search for the meaning of life. They must have the urge to liberate themselves and
their fellow brothers and sisters from the restrictions imposed upon them and all humans. They should contribute to the search for human
values and build a free environment suited to a clean life. To follow leaders such as Sakharov, and many others through the world who
devoted their life span to this aim, can be a thrilling experience for such a group.

The question that comes to the mind of a keen observer is, how can this state of well-being be reached? As human bodies go through
successive stages of development until they reach adulthood, so too, human mental health normally undergoes developmental stages.
According to the World Health Organisation, the presence of a state of physical and emotional well-being is the state of health to be reached,
as the foundation of a healthy personality. Then a healthy emotional state must be sought to contribute to the search for Bio-Cultural
personalities. Physical and emotional development is the first requirement that its members should start to work on as individuals and as a
group. Real feelings are communicated in silent language. A Bio-Cultural Group can develop greatly through music and silence, combined
with the symbolic gestures and expressive and structured melodic rhythmic movements unique to the members' ethnic backgrounds. Tone of
voice, facial expression, posture, body appearance, touch and silence; the capacities of the human body must not be ignored. Guided
imagination and meditations, unique to a religious ethnic group, through symbolic gestures and moments, can expand the visions of a Bio-
Cultural Group.

The activities proposed should be drawn from the World Cultural Heritage, because they are precious and valued by all members. These can
serve as powerful influential modes of communication among the members of a Bio-Cultural Organisation. Religious and meditational gestures
are suggested for the lifting of spirits needed to unify the group. Symphonic movements with indigenous and classical music are
recommended. The group can benefit a great deal from improvised movements and gestures. Since both tension and repose contribute to the
quality of life in human endeavours, they both need to be well fitted to the activities. Long and short duration of the patterns of features and
movements are also desirable. 
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